Sure Step socks have been patterned off Simcan’s famous Comfort Sock but with the addition of a
unique anti-slip tread on the sole to provide extra traction and security when walking on smooth or
slippery surfaces. The miracle stretch weave will accommodate almost any leg size without binding
or restricting the wearer’s natural circulation. The memory retentive spandex throughout the leg and
foot mean that they will not slip and bunch up on the ankle. It also allows them to be put on without
effort. The Sure Steps are further enhanced with a perfectly flat toe seam that will never irritate the
wearer’s toes. This sock fits well over our Solaris quilted type leg garments for non-slip protection.
Sag Resistant: Provides maximum
resistance to slipping on the ankle.
Socks do not bunch up on the ankle and create
pressure that could lead to abrasions and
bruising, a critical concern to diabetics. This
feature is also beneficial to those with limited
mobility who find it difficult to bend and pull up
sagging socks.

Easy to Put On: Ideal for those
with limited mobility.
Even after many washes this sock can be put on
the foot with minimal effort making it ideal for
those with arthritis and the elderly. It is also
ideal for those in assisted care situations.

Seamless Toe: Totally seamless toe
provides the maximum in comfort.
Seamless hand-linked toe closure eliminates
harmful ridges that can irritate sensitive skin.

No Bind Top: Will not bind or
restrict circulation on most legs.
The miracle stretch fibers allow the sock to
expand to almost any size leg without binding
or reducing the wearer’s vascular circulation
even at the very top of the cuff. Fits well over
most of our Solaris quilted-type garments.

Anti-Slip Grip: Helps prevent
slipping on smooth surfaces.
The silicone grip pads provide increased traction
and help to reduce the chance of slipping on
wood or tile flooring.

SIZING

SMALL

MEDIUM

Women’s Shoe Size

5–8½

9 – 12 ½

Men’s Shoe Size

4–7½

8 – 11 ½

